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London—Pace is pleased to announce its participation in the 2014 editions of Frieze and Frieze Masters at 

Regent’s Park, London, from 15 to 19 October. Pace’s two presentations will include a selection of work by 

international historic and contemporary artists, spanning painting, sculpture, installation, photography and 

video. 

 

At Frieze Masters (C9), Pace and Pace Primitive will present a selection of some of the most important 

artists of the twentieth century juxtaposed with late nineteenth-century African and Oceanic art.  

 

Coinciding with Pace’s upcoming exhibition Picasso & Jacqueline: The Evolution of Style in New York, Pace 

will present Buste de femme couchée, a 1939 drawing by Picasso, illustrating his constantly developing 

and experimental approach to representation and space.  

 

Following Picasso’s radical departure from conventional portraiture, Study for Woman (1952) by Abstract 

Expressionist pioneer Willem de Kooning will also be on view at Frieze Masters. The large charcoal and 

gouache study provides insight into the artist’s process, serving as a foundational document to his 

masterpiece Woman, I (1950-52), one of the most iconic artworks of the twentieth century and a defining 

example of Abstract Expressionism.  

 

The presentation will also include a selection of sculptures by Alexander Calder made in the 1940s and 

1950s. The works convey Calder at his most ebullient, marking his confident embrace of materials, colour 

and biomorphic forms. A gouache from 1949 will demonstrate Calder’s experimentation and shrewd 

understanding of form and colour across disciplines. Pace is currently presenting an outdoor exhibit of 

Calder’s large public sculptures in Midtown Manhattan, on view until 10 November 2014. In November 2015 

the Tate Modern will mount Calder’s largest retrospective in the United Kingdom. 

 

A selection of recent works by a vibrant selection of contemporary artists from diverse international 

backgrounds and practices will be on view at Frieze (A2). British artist Nigel Cooke, who recently joined 

Pace, concocts acid-coloured, dystopian scenes at a grand scale that both build on and unsettle traditions 

of landscape and history painting. Cooke works in extreme detail, creating vividly realized worlds, while 

also including broad brush gestures that obscure and erase, creating both a sense of dynamism and 

dislocation. Distinctly of the UK, critic Barry Schwabsky wrote Cooke’s work evokes a “last of England” 

quality: “Cooke has the immaculate technique required to be both a finicky miniaturist and an expansive 

monochrome painter, as well as the pictorial intelligence it takes to make the two artists in him collaborate 

on a single picture.” 

 

Pace will also present work by pioneering British photographer Paul Graham whose work since the 1980s 

has consistently pushed conventions of the medium. Exhibiting work from his series Does Yellow Run 

Forever? Graham culls from different personal experiences and landscapes to pose a loose narrative 



 

surrounding hope and happiness. Photographs of his sleeping girlfriend allude to dream states while 

images of rainbows address more mystical and nebulous dimensions of hope.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pace’s exhibition at Frieze will survey a selection of artist’s working from Pop imagery. Mnemonic Vehicle #1 

(Ferrari Berlinetta), a new work by Vik Muniz, is a rare example of the artist’s sculpture, depicting an 

oversized Matchbox car atop a mid-century-style box. Muniz fabricated both the car and box from industrial 

materials, giving both a slightly worn appearance, creating an artificial sense of use in the otherwise pristine 

if falsified relic of pop culture.  

 

Pace will present a 2013 watercolour pigment print of Kate Moss by Chuck Close, whose idiosyncratic 

approach to technique and portraiture demarcate a singular strand of painting in recent art history.  

 

Yoshitomo Nara articulates his own Pop aesthetic in his paintings, drawings and sculptures of animals and 

small children that synthesize aspects of Japanese culture such as anime with Western influences. 

Concurrently, Yoshitomo Nara: Greetings from a Place in My Heart, the artist’s largest solo exhibition in the 

United Kingdom, is on view at Dairy Art Centre, London, until December 14, after which it will travel to the 

ARKEN Museum of Modern Art, Ishøj, Denmark, in 2015.  

 

The presentation at Frieze will also include a recent wall sculpture by Richard Tuttle, evincing both his 

lyrical and poetic use of materials and form. On 14 October Whitechapel Gallery, London, will open a five-

decade retrospective of Tuttle’s work. Tuttle’s commission for the Tate Modern’s Turbine Hall—the largest 

sculpture of his career—will open the same day and remain on view until 6 April 2015.  
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Frieze Masters 

Josef Albers 

Jean Arp 

Joseph Beuys 

Alexander Calder 

Willem de Kooning 

Jim Dine 

Jean Dubuffet 

Julio González 

Jack Rogers Hopkins 

John Hoyland 

Paul Klee 

Frieze 

Catharine Ahearn 

Yto Barrada 

Chuck Close 

Nigel Cooke 

Keith Coventry 

Paul Graham 

Kevin Francis Gray 

Vik Muniz 

Yoshitomo Nara 

Adam Pendleton 

Nathaniel Mary Quinn 

Michal Rovner 

Richard Tuttle 

Keith Tyson 

 

 

Fernand Léger 

Maku of Erin 

Matta 

Piet Mondrian 

Claes Oldenburg 

Pablo Picasso 

Robert Rauschenberg 

Gerhard Richter 

Lucas Samaras 

Kurt Schwitters 

Andy Warhol 

 



 

PACE 

 

Pace is a leading contemporary art gallery representing many of the most significant international artists 

and estates of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Founded by Arne Glimcher in Boston in 1960 and led 

by Marc Glimcher, Pace has been a constant, vital force in the art world and has introduced many 

renowned artists’ work to the public for the first time. Pace has mounted more than 800 exhibitions, 

including scholarly exhibitions that have subsequently travelled to museums, and published nearly 450 

exhibition catalogues. Pace has ten locations worldwide: four in New York; two in London; one in Beijing; 

one in Hong Kong; and temporary spaces in Menlo Park, California, and Zuoz, Switzerland.  

 

Mario Merz presented at Pace London, 6 Burlington Gardens, and THERE WAS A BAD TREE, N. Dash, 

John Giorno and Alfred Jensen, presented at 6-10 Lexington Street are on view from 10 am to 7 pm during 

Frieze week.  

 

 

### 

 

For press inquiries, please contact: 

 

London: Nicolas Smirnoff, nicolas@pacegallery.com / +44 203 206 7613  

New York: Madeline Lieberberg, mlieberberg@pacegallery.com / +1 212 421 8987  

 

Follow Pace on Facebook (facebook.com/pacegallery), Twitter (twitter.com/pacegallery) and Instagram 

(instagram.com/pacegallery) 

 

 

 
Images: Picasso, Pablo, Buste de femme couchée, 1939, pencil on paper, 47 x 62.9 cm (18-1/2 x 24-3/4") 
© 2014 Estate of Pablo Picasso/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York 

 

Alexander Calder, Untitled, 1949, gouache on paper, 57.2 x 78.7 cm (22-1/2 x 31") © 2014 Calder Foundation, New York /Artists 
Rights Society (ARS), New York 

 
Unknown, Dan Mask, c.1880-1890, Ivory Coast, wood, fiber, 23.2 cm (9-1/8"), height © Copyright The Pace Gallery 

 

Vik Muniz, Ferrari with Pedestal, 2014, composite, polyurethane, plexiglas, aluminum, archival inkjet on paper on museum board, 76.2 
cm x 60 cm x 121.9 cm (30" x 23-5/8" x 48"), overall installed 35.6 cm x 53.3, cm x 121.9 cm (14" x 21" x 48"), Ferrari, 40.6 cm x 60 cm 

x 118.1 cm (16" x 23-5/8" x 46-1/2"), Box, Matchbox cars © Vik Muniz 
 

Chuck Close, Kate, 2013, archival watercolor pigment print on Hahnemühle rag paper, 198.1 cm x 152.4 cm (78" x 60"), paper 172.7 

cm x 132.1 cm (68" x 52"), © Chuck Close, courtesy The Pace Gallery 
 

Nigel Cooke, I Was The Ghost, 2014, Oil on linen backed with sailcloth, 232 cm x 180 cm x 5 cm (91-5/16" x 70-7/8" x 1-15/16") © Nigel 
Cooke 
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